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We construct the a-function of [1] for general F-term perturbations of a 3 + 1 dimensional
N = 1 SCFT. We use this construction to argue that the central charge a always decreases
along the corresponding RG flows, and discuss some other applications.
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1. Introduction
a-maximization was originally proposed in [2] as a way to determine the U(1)R sub-
group of the global symmetry group of a four dimensional N = 1 superconformal field
theory (SCFT) which belongs to the superconformal multiplet. Since the charge of a chi-
ral operator O under the superconformal U(1)R, R(O), is related to its dimension, ∆(O),
by the superconformal algebra,
∆(O) =
3
2
R(O) , (1.1)
determining the U(1)R charges is tantamount to determining the scaling dimensions of
chiral operators, which is clearly of interest, especially in interacting SCFT’s.
The authors of [2] showed that the superconformal U(1)R satisfies the following prop-
erty. The central charge a, given by1
a = 3trR3 − trR , (1.2)
which can be evaluated for any U(1)R subgroup of the global symmetry group, is locally
maximized for the superconformal U(1)R. The quantities trR
n in (1.2) stand for the cubic
anomaly of three R currents (for n = 3), or one R current and two stress tensors (for
n = 1). The content of (1.2) is to indicate the absolute normalization of these anomalies
– for a free field theory of a chiral superfield Φ with R-charge Rφ (so that the R-charge of
the fermion in the multiplet is Rψ = Rφ − 1), trR
n = Rnψ.
Many non-trivial SCFT’s can be obtained as infrared limits of asymptotically free
gauge theories, possibly with non-zero superpotential. The results of [2] (extended in [3]
to account for a certain class of accidental symmetries) allow one to determine the scaling
dimensions of chiral operators in such theories (see e.g. [4-7]).
In [1], one of us proposed a generalization of a-maximization away from fixed points
of the renormalization group (RG). In that paper it was shown that one can define a
function a(λα) on a space of certain interpolating parameters λα, which coincides with the
central charge a obtained from a-maximization at fixed points of the RG. The interpolating
function a(λα) was used to show that under some assumptions, the central charge of the
IR fixed point is always smaller than that of the UV fixed point, aIR < aUV .
It was further proposed in [1] that the interpolating parameters λα provide a
parametrization of the space of couplings of the corresponding quantum field theory. Thus,
1 Conventionally, a is defined with an additional factor 3/32, which we will omit here.
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one can think of a(λα) as a generalization of the central charge a to non-conformal theo-
ries. Evidence for this claim was provided by matching results for anomalous dimensions
in weakly coupled gauge theory with the analysis coming from a-maximization. Additional
discussion of this correspondence appeared in [6,8,9].
In the formalism of [1], RG flow is a gradient flow, with a(λα) playing the role of the
potential [1,6,8]. The β-functions of the couplings are related to the gradient of a,
∂αa = Ĝαγβ
γ , (1.3)
where Ĝ is a positive definite metric on coupling space. Thus, a decreases under relevant
perturbations, increases under irrelevant ones, and remains constant on moduli spaces of
SCFT’s.
The papers described above focused on deformations of free field theories by a com-
bination of gauge interactions and superpotentials for the chiral superfields. Our main
purpose in this note is to generalize the discussion to perturbations of a general N = 1
SCFT, P, by a superpotential2
W =
∑
α
gαOα , (1.4)
where Oα are (local) chiral operators in P, and gα are the corresponding coupling con-
stants. In some cases, such deformations can be treated using the results of [1]. We will
see that thinking about the general case leads to new insights into supersymmetric RG
flows, a-maximization and the role of accidental symmetries. We will also make contact
with the recent discussion of marginal deformations of N = 1 SCFT’s [10].
We start in section 2 with a brief review of some of the results of [1]. In section 3 we
generalize them to superpotential deformations of a SCFT which is assumed to have a set
of global symmetries acting in a particular way on the deformations Oα (1.4). In section
4 we present our generalization of the construction of [1] to deformations of an arbitrary
SCFT corresponding to a combination of gauging part of the global symmetry group and
turning on a superpotential (1.4). We discuss it further in section 5.
2 Gauge interactions will also be included, as in [1].
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2. Review of [1]
Consider a supersymmetric gauge theory with gauge group G and chiral superfields
Φi in the representations ri of the gauge group.
3 One can choose a basis of generators of
the gauge group in the representation r, T a, such that
trr(T
aT b) = T (r)δab . (2.1)
The invariant (2.1) for the adjoint representation will be denoted by T (G). The NSVZ
β-function for the gauge coupling α = g2/4π is [11,12]
β(α) = −
α2
2π
3T (G)−
∑
i T (ri)(1− γi(α))
1− α
2pi
T (G)
. (2.2)
Here γi is the anomalous dimension of Φi; at weak coupling one has
γi(α) = −
α
π
C2(ri) +O(α
2) , (2.3)
where C2(r) is the quadratic Casimir in the representation r, T
aT a = C2(r)I.
At fixed points of the RG, α = α∗, the scaling dimension of Φi is given by
∆(Φi) = 1 +
1
2
γi(α
∗) . (2.4)
Using (1.1), one can relate the anomalous dimension to the corresponding R-charge,
Ri =
2 + γi
3
. (2.5)
Since γi(α) → 0 as α → 0 (see (2.3)), eq. (2.2) implies that α is marginally relevant (i.e.
the theory is asymptotically free) when 3T (G) −
∑
i T (ri) > 0. In this case α grows at
long distances, and at the IR fixed point one has
3T (G)−
∑
i
T (ri)(1− γi(α
∗)) = 0 , (2.6)
where we assumed that the coupling α∗ is sufficiently small that the denominator in (2.2)
remains regular all the way from the UV to the IR.4 By using (2.5), one can rewrite (2.6)
as a condition on the superconformal R-charges of Φi at the IR fixed point, Ri(α
∗),
T (G) +
∑
i
T (ri) [Ri(α
∗)− 1] = 0 . (2.7)
3 We will take the gauge group to be simple for concreteness. It is easy to generalize the
discussion to product gauge groups.
4 This can be shown to be the case when 3T (G)−
∑
i
T (ri) is below a certain critical value.
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This condition can be alternatively interpreted as the requirement that the R-symmetry
under which the chiral superfields Φ have charges Ri(α
∗) (and the super-coordinate θ has
charge one) is anomaly-free, and thus conserved throughout the RG flow.
A useful way of thinking about the origin of the condition (2.7) is the following. The
UV fixed point of the gauge theory is a free field theory, for which α and the anomalous
dimensions γi vanish, and the superconformal R-charges (2.5) are Ri = 2/3. In addition
to this R-symmetry, this theory has a set of non-R global U(1) symmetries, one for each
irreducible representation ri (the full global symmetry group may be larger, but this is
unimportant for our purposes). For non-zero gauge coupling, one combination of the
superconformal U(1)R and the other U(1)’s is broken by the chiral anomaly.
A particular combination of the corresponding currents belongs to the supercurrent
multiplet (which also includes the stress-tensor and the supersymmetry current). One can
think of this current as that under which the superfields Φi have charges Ri(α), which
are related to the running anomalous dimensions γi(α) via (2.5). This combination is in
general not conserved, due to the non-vanishing β-function. However, at the fixed points
α = 0, α∗, where the theory becomes conformal, it flows to the superconformal U(1)R
symmetry, which must be conserved.
If we assume that the superconformal U(1)R symmetry at the IR fixed point, α = α
∗,
is visible in the UV (as opposed to being an accidental symmetry of the IR fixed point,
a possibility we will return to below), it must be anomaly free, (2.7). This assumption is
plausible since by choosing the gauge group G and representations ri appropriately, one
can arrange for the IR fixed point to be at arbitrarily weak coupling [13]; in that case,
accidental symmetries are impossible.
The procedure proposed in [1] for determining Ri(α) was the following. Consider the
function
a(Ri, λG) = 2|G|+
∑
i
|ri|
[
3(Ri − 1)
3 − (Ri − 1)
]
− λG
[
T (G) +
∑
i
T (ri)(Ri − 1)
]
,
(2.8)
where |G| is the dimension of the gauge group, and |r|, the dimension of the representation
r. One can think of the first two terms in (2.8) as the central charge (1.2) evaluated for
the symmetry which assigns R-charge Ri to Φi. Varying the last term with respect to the
Lagrange multiplier λG enforces the constraint (2.7) which characterizes the non-trivial
fixed point of the SYM theory. Thus, λG plays here a role analogous to that of the gauge
coupling in standard QFT discussions. For λG = 0, (2.8) is the central charge of the free
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field theory corresponding to the UV fixed point (α = 0); indeed, locally maximizing (2.8)
w.r.t. Ri gives the UV values (Ri = 2/3) [2]. On the other hand, as shown in [1], if we
vary (2.8) w.r.t. Ri at fixed λG, find the local maximum Ri(λG), and then extremize the
resulting a(Ri(λG), λG) w.r.t. λG, we get the correct central charge at the IR fixed point,
α = α∗.
It is thus very natural to think of Ri(λG) and a(Ri(λG), λG) as the scale dependent
R-charges and central charge along the RG flow from the UV to the IR. As we will see
below, this procedure can be thought of as determining the U(1) that belongs to the
current multiplet along the RG flow. The anomalous dimensions γi(λG), which come from
substituting Ri(λG) into (2.5), have been compared with perturbative results in [6,8] and
found to agree with them up to three loops (the order to which they have been calculated
perturbatively).
At weak coupling, the Lagrange multiplier λG is related to the gauge coupling via the
relation
λG =
2α
π
|G|+O(α2) . (2.9)
Thus, λG is proportional to the ’t Hooft coupling of the gauge theory. The higher order
terms in (2.9) suffer from well known ambiguities associated with reparametrizations of the
space of couplings. Since we do not know a priori how the parametrization employed in [1]
is related to that corresponding to a particular perturbative calculation, the comparisons
in [6,8] have some freedom, which was taken into account in these papers.
The above discussion is valid when the gauge coupling α remains sufficiently weak
throughout the RG flow, that we do not have to worry about the denominator of the
NSVZ β-function (2.2). It is not understood in general what constraint this places on the
gauge group and matter representations, but it is known that there are cases in which this
assumption breaks down; a famous example [14] is supersymmetric QCD with Nf <
3
2
Nc.
In such cases, new symmetries appear along the RG flow, and they need to be included in
the analysis. We will comment on the role of such accidental symmetries below.
So far, we reviewed the case of free field theories perturbed by gauge interactions.
One can also turn on a (gauge-invariant) superpotential W (Φi) for the chiral superfields
Φi. This was also discussed in [1], but we will not review the details here. Instead, in the
next section we will take the first step in generalizing the discussion of [1] to perturbations
of more general fixed points. This will allow us to present the basic ideas of [1] while
introducing some elements that will be useful for the general discussion in section 4.
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3. Superpotential perturbations and diagonal abelian symmetries
We start with an SCFT, P, whose superconformal U(1)R will be denoted by J
µ
P .
We are interested in perturbing the theory as in (1.4), and studying how the U(1)R that
belongs to the current multiplet is deformed by the perturbation. In order for such a
deformation to be possible, the theory P must have some additional (non-R) symmetries;5
we will denote the corresponding conserved currents by Jµa . In this section, we will make
two simplifying assumptions about them:
(1) We will take the global symmetry group to be U(1)n. For our discussion, only sym-
metries that act non-trivially on the deformations (1.4) play a role. Thus, theories
with non-abelian symmetries that commute with the perturbations are included in
the analysis of this section.
(2) We will assume that the charge operators QP and Qa corresponding to J
µ
P and J
µ
a
act diagonally on Oα,
QPOα = R
α
POα ,
QaOα = q
α
aOα .
(3.1)
Both conditions will be relaxed in the next section, where we will also discuss the gener-
alization of the construction to include gauge interactions.
In the presence of the perturbation (1.4), the U(1)R current in the supercurrent mul-
tiplet, Jµg , is in general deformed, and becomes a linear combination of J
µ
P and J
µ
a ,
Jµg = J
µ
P + d
aJµa , (3.2)
where the da are functions of the couplings gα (which vanish for gα = 0). The charge of
Oα under Qg = QP + d
aQa can be read off from (3.1):
Rα = RαP + d
aqαa . (3.3)
Interpreting Rα as the running R-charge along the RG flow, as before, the β-function for
the coupling gα (1.4) is (see e.g. [15])
βα = −
3
2
gα(2−Rα) . (3.4)
5 The deformation of Jµ
P
must be by the current component of a real superfield whose dimension
is two and is thus conserved. Real superfields with dimension larger than two cannot contribute
to the deformation in a finite region around P.
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At non-trivial fixed points of the RG the perturbations Oα must be marginal, i.e. the
R-charges (3.3) must approach 2. It is thus natural, following the logic of [1], to introduce
the interpolating “a-function”
a(λ, d) =
(
3trQ3g − trQg
)
−
∑
α
λα(2−R
α) . (3.5)
The first term in (3.5) is the central charge a for the symmetry (3.2) in the SCFT P. In the
second term, the Lagrange multipliers λα impose the condition for a fixed point R
α = 2.
To evaluate (3.5), we plug (3.2) into it. The first term gives a cubic polynomial in da,
3trQ3g − trQg = 3Dabcd
adbdc − 3τabd
adb + a(P) . (3.6)
Dabc is the triangle anomaly of the global currents,
Dabc = trQaQbQc , (3.7)
and τab is their two point function, evaluated in the SCFT P,
〈Jµa (x)J
ν
b (0)〉 =
τab
(2π)4
(∂ρ∂ρη
µν − ∂µ∂ν)
1
|x|4
. (3.8)
Unitarity of P implies that the matrix τab is positive definite. To arrive at (3.6) we used
the results of [2],
9trQ2PQa =trQa ;
trQPQaQb =−
τab
3
.
(3.9)
In particular, the absence of a term linear in da in (3.6), and the fact that da = 0 is a local
maximum of this expression, are consequences of the original a-maximization [2], applied
to P.
Adding the last term in (3.5), we find6
a(λ, d) = a(P)− 3τabd
adb + 3Dabcd
adbdc + λαq
α
a d
a − λα(2−R
α
P) . (3.10)
Following [1] we interpret λα as coupling constants, which are related to g
α in (1.4) (the
precise relation will be presented below). The parameters da, like the Ri in the previous
section, are determined by locally maximizing (3.10),
∂a
∂da
= −6τabd
b + 9Dabcd
bdc + λαq
α
a = 0 . (3.11)
6 Sums over a, α are implied.
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Solving the quadratic equation for da(λ) and substituting back into (3.10) leads to
a(λ) = a(P) + 3τabd
adb − 6Dabcd
adbdc − λα(2−R
α
P) . (3.12)
Equations (3.11), (3.12) describe the full dependence of the generalized central charge a
on the couplings λα in terms of data associated with the SCFT P.
For small λα, we can approximate the solution of (3.11) as
7
da =
1
6
λαq
aα +O(λ2) . (3.13)
The R-charges (3.3) are given by
Rα = RαP +
1
6
qαa q
aβλβ +O(λ
2) . (3.14)
Since the operators Oα are terms in a superpotential (1.4), it is natural to define their
anomalous dimensions γα by
∆(Oα) = 3 +
1
2
γα . (3.15)
Using (1.1), (3.14) we find
γα = 3(Rα − 2) = 3(RαP − 2) +
1
2
qαa q
aβλβ +O(λ
2) . (3.16)
Plugging (3.13) into (3.12), we find
a(λ) = a(P)− (2−RαP)λα +
1
12
qαa q
aβλαλβ +O(λ
3) . (3.17)
As expected, we see that relevant perturbations, corresponding to couplings λα with R
α
P <
2, decrease the central charge, while irrelevant ones increase it. This is clear for small λα,
but in fact is true exactly. Indeed, differentiating (3.12) w.r.t. λα, we find
da
dλα
= −(2−Rα) , (3.18)
where Rα is given by (3.3), and da(λ) are the solutions of (3.11). Thus, as λα increases, a
decreases (if the perturbation is relevant), and vice-versa.
An interesting special case of (3.12) is when all the operators Oα in (1.4) are marginal
at P, i.e. RαP = 2 for all α. In that case a(λ) takes the form
a(λ) = a(P) + 3τabd
adb − 6Dabcd
adbdc . (3.19)
7 Note that we used the metric τab to raise the index on q
α
a .
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We see that in this case the deformed central charge a depends on the couplings λα only
via the da, which solve (3.11). A question that was recently discussed in [10] (see [15-18]
for related discussions), is what are the conditions for marginal deformations of the sort
(1.4) to give rise to a moduli space of SCFT’s. In our formalism, the answer is clear
from inspection of (3.19). Since the central charge a must remain unchanged along such
a moduli space, and since the da vanish at λ = 0, (3.13), the necessary and sufficient
condition is da = 0. It is necessary since the metric τab is positive definite, so if any of
the da turn non-zero, a(λ) increases.8 To see that it is sufficient, note that for da = 0 the
operators Oα remain marginal, since (3.3) implies that Rα = 2; therefore, the β-functions
(3.4) vanish.
Looking back at (3.11), we see that the condition da = 0 implies that λαq
α
a = 0.
Thus, truly marginal perturbations are obtained by taking the coupling vector λα to be
an eigenvector of the charge matrix qαa , with eigenvalue zero. Note that this statement is
exact in λ (in particular, it does not rely on the perturbative expansion (3.13)).
The relation between the couplings gα in (1.4) and Lagrange multipliers λα in (3.5)
can be fixed by comparing our result for the anomalous dimensions (3.16) to a direct
perturbative field theory calculation. This calculation was recently performed in [10], with
the result9
γα = 8π4τabqαa q
β
b g
βgβ +O(|g|
4) . (3.20)
Comparing to (3.16) we find that (no sum over α)
λα = (2π)
4gαgα +O(|g|
4) , (3.21)
where gα = g
βh
αβ
and h
αβ
is the metric associated with the two point function at the
conformal point P,
〈Oα(x)O
†
β
(0)〉 =
h
αβ
|x|6
. (3.22)
The fact that the Lagrange multipliers of [1] are proportional to the absolute values squared
of the couplings in the superpotential was observed in a special case in [6]. We will return
to it in the next section.
8 Thus, marginal superpotential couplings gα that are not exactly marginal are marginally
irrelevant, as noted in [10].
9 The metric γab used to raise and lower indices in [10] is related to the one used here via τab =
(2pi)4γab. Their definition of the charges q
α
a differs from ours by a factor, (q
α
a )here = (2pi)
2(qαa )there.
Finally, it seems that the β-function in [10] needs to be multiplied by (2pi)2.
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We saw above that the moduli space of SCFT’s is obtained by solving the constraints
da = 0, with da the solutions of (3.11). In [10] it was shown that the moduli space satisfies
the constraint Da = 0, where Da are related to the renormalization of terms involving the
currents Ja in the Kahler potential. At weak coupling, comparing the results of [10] with
(3.13), using (3.21), one finds that
da =
1
3
Da . (3.23)
We expect this relation to be exact.
As mentioned above, marginal perturbations with non-zero da are in fact marginally
irrelevant. Thus, turning them on corresponds to flowing up the RG and increasing the
generalized central charge a. Since the exact behavior of the anomalous dimensions and
of a is known, (3.3), (3.11), (3.19), one can ask whether by following this flow one can
reach a non-trivial fixed point, which would necessarily have larger a. It is easy to see that
the answer is negative. Indeed, any non-trivial fixed point of the RG would have to have
vanishing β-function, or equivalently Rα = 2 (see (3.4)). Comparing to (3.3), this implies
that daqαa = 0. On the other hand, multiplying (3.11) by d
a and using the above fact, we
learn that 2τabd
adb = 3Dabcd
adbdc. Plugging this into the expression for a, (3.19), we see
that at such a fixed point, a(λ∗) = a(P)− τabdadb, which is smaller (or equal, for da = 0)
than the value of a at the IR fixed point P. This contradicts the fact that the perturbation
in question increases a.
Hence, we conclude that marginally irrelevant superpotential perturbations of the sort
(1.4) do not lead to non-trivial fixed points. This was observed in the particular example of
the Wess-Zumino model in [1], but we see that it is general. Of course, the above analysis
assumes the absence of accidental symmetries, a subject that we will return to later. For
irrelevant perturbations, such symmetries have to do with the fact that one can embed a
particular IR theory in an infinite number of different UV theories, which from the current
perspective differ in their accidental symmetries.
When the perturbing operators Oα have dimensions slightly below three, i.e. the
R-charges take the form
RαP = 2− ǫ
α , (3.24)
with ǫα ≪ 1, one can try to use the ǫ-expansion to find a nearby IR fixed point. This
possibility is familiar from two dimensional QFT [19], and can occur in four dimensions
as well. Substituting (3.24) into (3.14), the condition for a fixed point, Rα(λ∗) = 2, takes
the form
6ǫα = qαa q
aβλ∗β +O(λ
2) . (3.25)
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Thus, the couplings λ∗α are of order ǫ, and one can evaluate various properties of the IR
fixed point by expanding in ǫ.
In [1,6,8] it was argued that the generalized central charge a can be thought of as the
potential of a gradient flow,
∂a
∂gα
= Gαγβ
γ , (3.26)
where Gαγ is the metric on coupling space. Using (3.13), (3.19), (3.20), (3.21) we can
determine Gαγ for small g:
Gαγ =
2
3
(2π)4hαγ . (3.27)
Note that:
(1) The relation (3.27) was derived to leading order in the couplings, but it is natural to
conjecture that it is in fact valid throughout the RG flow.
(2) The relation between the Lagrange multipliers and the couplings (3.21) was obtained
for operators Oα that are marginal at P. One can show that the same relation, along
with the metric, (3.27), is valid for non-marginal operators.
In the analysis above we assumed that when we perturb the SCFT P by the superpotential
(1.4), the R-current mixes only with other symmetry currents in P (see (3.2)). As we
mentioned, in some cases new (“accidental”) symmetries appear along the RG flow, and
need to be included in the discussion. In our framework, this means that for some values
of the couplings, one needs to include additional currents Ja in the sum (3.2). Since
our analysis is local in coupling space, it is in principle easy to add this element to the
discussion. One does not expect it to change the qualitative conclusions; in particular, the
monotonicity of a along RG flows should still be be maintained.
4. The general case
In this section we extend the discussion of the previous sections to a general SCFT
P in the presence of general F-term perturbations. We start by discussing superpotential
perturbations (1.4), and then turn to deformations corresponding to gauging a subgroup
of the global symmetry group.
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4.1. Superpotential deformations
In addition to the superconformal U(1)R current, J
µ
P , we assume that P has a global
symmetry group (in general non-Abelian) with currents Jµa . The perturbing operators Oα
in (1.4) transform under these symmetries as follows
QPOα = (RP)
β
αOβ ,
QaOα = (Ta)
β
αOβ ,
(4.1)
where RP is the U(1)R charge matrix, and Ta are the generators of the global symmetries
Qa. The case of abelian global symmetries acting diagonally (3.1) corresponds to (RP)
β
α =
RαPδ
β
α, (Ta)
β
α = q
α
a δ
β
α.
As before, when we turn on a superpotential (1.4), the U(1)R current in the super-
current multiplet is deformed to (3.2). The U(1)R charge operator
Qg = QP + d
aQa (4.2)
now acts non-diagonally on the Oα:
QgOα = R
β
αOβ , R
β
α = (RP)
β
α + d
a(Ta)
β
α . (4.3)
At first sight, it is not clear how to generalize the construction of the previous section for
this case and, in particular, what is the analog of the last term in (3.5). To proceed, it is
useful to recall that for a general anomalous dimension matrix, the β-functions take the
form
βγ = −
3
2
(2δγα −R
γ
α) g
α . (4.4)
Since we want the generalized central charge a to have the property (3.26), it is natural to
introduce a complex Lagrange multiplier, λα, and write
a(λ, d) = 3trQ3g − trQg − λ
αλβ(2δ
β
α −R
β
α) . (4.5)
This has the property that the derivative of a w.r.t. λβ is proportional to the β-function
(4.4) (assuming that λα ∝ gα; we will discuss the precise relation between them below).
We can now proceed as in section 3. Plugging (4.2), (4.3) into (4.5), we find
a(λ, d) = a(P)− 3τabd
adb + 3Dabcd
adbdc + daλαλβ(Ta)
β
α − λ
αλβ
[
2δβα − (RP)
β
α
]
. (4.6)
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Varying w.r.t da, we find
∂a
∂da
= −6τabd
b + 9Dabcd
bdc + λαλβ(Ta)
β
α = 0 . (4.7)
Solving this equation for da(λ) and plugging back into (4.6) gives
a(λ) = a(P) + 3τabd
adb − 6Dabcd
adbdc − λαλβ
[
2δβα − (RP)
β
α
]
. (4.8)
As in section 3, this is the exact result for the generalized central charge a and running R-
charges (4.3) on the space of theories labeled by the complex parameters λα. To determine
the relation between these parameters and the couplings gα, it is convenient to expand in
λα. For small λ, the solution of (4.7) can be approximated as
da =
1
6
λα(T a)βαλβ +O(|λ|
4) . (4.9)
Plugging into (4.3) gives
Rβα = (RP)
β
α +
1
6
(Ta)
β
αλ
γ(T a)δγλδ +O(|λ|
4) . (4.10)
The resulting anomalous dimension matrix is
γβα = 3(R
β
α − 2δ
β
α) = 3
[
(RP)
β
α − 2δ
β
α
]
+
1
2
(Ta)
β
αλ
γ(T a)δγλδ +O(|λ|
4) . (4.11)
The general result of [10] for the marginal case (RP)
β
α = 2δ
β
α is
γβα = 8π
4(Ta)
β
αg
γ(T a)δγgδ +O(|g|
4) . (4.12)
Comparing (4.11) and (4.12), we see that the Lagrange multipliers are proportional to the
couplings:
λα = (2π)2gα , λβ = (2π)
2h
ββ
gβ , (4.13)
where h
ββ
is the metric Zamolodchikov metric (3.22).
Note that the Lagrange multipliers λα introduced in section 3 (following [1]) in the
case where the global symmetry is abelian and acts diagonally, correspond in our present
notation to λαλα (as is clear from comparing (3.5) and (4.5)). While the Lagrange multi-
pliers in this section are complex, the corresponding Lagrange multipliers in section 3 are
real and positive, in agreement with the discussion in [1].
The rest of the discussion of section 3 goes through. In particular, the relation between
da and Da is the same as there, (3.23); the condition for marginal operators to be truly
marginal is still da = 0; and the gradient flow relation (3.26) is still valid, with the metric
given by (3.27). Fixed points of the RG correspond to stationary points of a(λ, λ), and it
is easy to see that a decreases under RG flows.
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4.2. Gauging
Given an SCFT P with global symmetry F , we can gauge a subgroup10 G of F . Of
course, the superpotential perturbations (1.4) must be gauge invariant. The role of the
global symmetry in the discussion of the previous sections is in this case played by H, the
maximal subgroup of F that commutes with G. In general, part of H can be anomalous
in the gauge theory of G, as in section 2.
To construct the generalized central charge a corresponding to the above gauge theory,
we proceed as before. The superconformal U(1)R current of the SCFT P, J
µ
P , must be
gauge invariant, and when we turn on the gauge coupling g and superpotential (1.4), it can
in general mix with the global currents Jµa , a = 1, · · · , dimH, as in (3.2). The coefficients
da are functions of the couplings, da = da(gα, g); our goal is to find them.
As discussed in section 2, the last term in equation (2.8), which takes into account
the effect of gauge dynamics, is proportional to the anomaly of the U(1)R current due to
its coupling to the G gauge fields. For the current (3.2), this anomaly is given by
trQgQAQB = tr(QP + d
aQa)QAQB ≡ AδAB . (4.14)
Here A,B = 1, · · · , dimG run over the gauge group. To calculate A we need to compute
the two terms in (4.14). One has
trQPQAQB = −
τAB
3
= −
kP
3
δAB ,
trQaQAQB = kaδAB .
(4.15)
On the first line of (4.15) we used (3.9) and the fact that we can choose a basis of gauge
generators for which11
τAB = kPδAB . (4.16)
On the second line we used the fact that since G and H commute, the relevant anomaly
coefficients are proportional to δAB.
Plugging (4.15) into (4.14) we see that
A = daka −
1
3
kP . (4.17)
10 As in section 2, we will take this subgroup to be simple.
11 Note that positivity of τAB implies that kP > 0.
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For example, if P is the free field theory described in section 2, kP =
∑
i T (ri), and
the second term in (4.17) contributes to A the term
∑
i T (ri)(Ri − 1), with Ri = 2/3,
the free values. The currents Ja are in this case the global U(1)’s Ji = Φ
†
iΦi, and their
contribution to A replaces the free R-charges by arbitrary ones. The full result for the
anomaly coefficient in that case is given by T (G) +
∑
i T (ri)(Ri − 1) (see (2.7)). Thus,
(4.17) reproduces everything except the contribution of the gauginos, T (G), which needs
to be added by hand. This is natural, since (4.17) is the matter contribution, whereas the
gauginos are part of the gauge superfield.
For a general theory, the anomaly of the U(1)R current is given by A + T (G). We
can proceed as in the previous sections, and add the gauge contribution to the generalized
central charge (4.5):
a(λ, d) = 3trQ3g − trQg − λ
αλβ(2δ
β
α −R
β
α)− λG
(
T (G) + daka −
1
3
kP
)
. (4.18)
The coefficient of λG in (4.18) is the analog of the numerator of the NSVZ β-function (2.2)
for a general theory. Plugging (3.6), (4.3) into (4.18), we find
a(λ, d) =a(P)− 3τabd
adb + 3Dabcd
adbdc+
+λαλβd
a(Ta)
β
α − λ
αλβ
[
2δβα − (RP)
β
α
]
− λG
(
T (G) + daka −
1
3
kP
)
.
(4.19)
Maximizing (4.19) w.r.t. da, we find (compare to (4.7))
∂a
∂da
= −6τabd
b + 9Dabcd
bdc + λαλβ(Ta)
β
α − λGka = 0 . (4.20)
Solving for da(λ) and plugging back into (4.19) gives
a(λα, λβ, λG) = a(P)+3τabd
adb−6Dabcd
adbdc−λαλβ
[
2δβα − (RP)
β
α
]
−λG
(
T (G)−
1
3
kP
)
,
(4.21)
a generalization of (3.12), (4.8). The coefficient of λG in (4.21) is the one loop β-function
for the G gauge theory. For T (G) > 1
3
kP this gauge theory is asymptotically free, and vice-
versa. The analog of the discussion of marginal perturbations in section 3 is (RP)
β
α = 2δ
β
α,
T (G) = kP/3. In this case the generalized central charge a takes the form (3.19), where d
a
are obtained by solving (4.20). Truly marginal perturbations correspond to da = 0, which
leads to (see (4.20))
λαλβ(Ta)
β
α = λGka . (4.22)
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This relation between superpotential and gauge couplings is familiar from N = 4 SYM,
finite N = 2 SYM, and related examples.
For small λG, λ
α we can approximate the solution of (4.20) as
da =
1
6
(
λα(T a)βαλβ − λGk
a
)
+ · · · . (4.23)
Using this, we can compute the R-charge (4.3):
Rβα = (RP)
β
α +
1
6
(Ta)
β
α
(
λγ(T a)δγλδ − λGk
a
)
+ · · · , (4.24)
and anomalous dimension
γβα = 3(R
β
α − 2δ
β
α) = 3
[
(RP)
β
α − 2δ
β
α
]
+
1
2
(Ta)
β
α
(
λγ(T a)δγλδ − λGk
a
)
+ · · · . (4.25)
Using the map between the Lagrange multipliers (λG, λ
γ), and the gauge theory couplings
(α, gγ), (2.9), (4.13), we get a formula for the anomalous dimensions of the gauge theory,
which agrees qualitatively with that of [10].
5. Discussion
In this note we extended the construction of the generalized central charge a in [1] to
a general N = 1 superconformal field theory P perturbed by turning on a superpotential
and/or gauging a subgroup of the global symmetry group. We emphasized the role of
global symmetry currents which can mix with the current that belongs to the supercurrent
multiplet. Our main result is the formula for the generalized central charge (4.21), where
the Lagrange multipliers λG, λ
α, are related to the gauge and superpotential couplings
via (2.9), (4.13), while da, defined in (3.2), are functions on coupling space given by the
solution of (4.20). One can think of (4.21) as providing a potential on the space of theories.
Fixed points of the RG correspond to stationary points of this potential; RG trajectories
are governed by the gradient flow equation (3.26), and its analog for gauge interactions.
We applied our results to the study of the vicinity of fixed points of the RG, rederiv-
ing and extending the conditions for exact marginality of couplings and the behavior of
anomalous dimensions found in [10]. We presented evidence that the metric on coupling
space associated with the flow (3.26) is the Zamolodchikov metric (3.27). Since this metric
is positive definite, the central charge a decreases along RG flows. This generalizes the
results of [1,6] to a wide class of theories, including those without a Lagrangian description.
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Our discussion helps clarify the role of accidental symmetries in supersymmetric RG
flows. Such symmetries are associated with real superfields Ja, whose dimension in the
SCFT P is larger than two, but which can mix with the supercurrent multiplet (as in (3.2))
somewhere along the RG flow. To understand their appearance it is useful to think about
the space of theories as a manifold, with coordinates given by the couplings (α, gγ) or,
equivalently, (λG, λ
γ). Typically, we study this manifold by specifying a UV fixed point
(in this case, the SCFT P), and perturbations, e.g. the superpotential (1.4). RG flows
describe trajectories on this manifold.
It may happen that the above description near P develops a coordinate singularity at
a finite distance along an RG flow. To describe the full space of theories we then need to
move to a different coordinate patch, which is regular there. A natural candidate for such
a patch is the vicinity of the IR fixed point of the RG flow. We can repeat the discussion
of this paper around that fixed point, and then match the UV and IR descriptions in the
region in coupling space where both are valid.
As mentioned above, an example where accidental symmetries are important is N = 1
SQCD with Nf <
3
2
Nc, where the IR fixed point is the (IR free) magnetic gauge theory
of [14]. The singularity of the UV coordinates on theory space (the gauge coupling of the
asymptotically free electric theory) is in this case believed to be associated with the pole in
the NSVZ β-function (2.2). The magnetic theory can be viewed as providing a description
of the patch of theory space that lies beyond the region of validity of the electric description.
The fact that the regions in theory space covered by the electric and magnetic variables
overlap is essentially the statement that the conformal window ( 3
2
Nc < Nf < 3Nc) exists.
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This example, and the fact that in general one expects every point in the space of
theories to be in the regime of validity of some description of the sort presented in this
note, with P either the UV or the IR fixed point, suggests that accidental symmetries
do not change our qualitative results, including the gradient flow property (3.26) and the
monotonicity of a along RG trajectories.
Some of the issues that we discussed can be illustrated in an example, N = 1 SYM
with gauge group SU(Nc) coupled to chiral superfields X in the adjoint representation, and
Qi, Q˜
i, i = 1, · · · , Nf , in the fundamental representation. This theory was studied using
a-maximization in [2,3,1], and exhibits many interesting features. It is asymptotically free
12 Which also leads to an overlapping region of validity outside this range.
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for Nf < 2Nc, and the IR dimensions of the adjoint and fundamental chiral superfields
can be calculated for all Nf in this range.
In the limit Nf , Nc → ∞ these dimensions depend on the continuous variable x =
Nc/Nf . As x increases, the dimension of the adjoint field X at the IR fixed point decreases;
at large x, it goes to zero like 1/x. This means that the operators TrXk+1 with k > 2,
which are irrelevant at the UV fixed point of the SU(Nc) gauge theory, become relevant
at the IR fixed point, for sufficiently large x. This is related to the fact that the IR theory
becomes more strongly coupled as x increases. Identifying the SCFT P in our general
discussion with the IR fixed point of the gauge theory with W = 0, gives, in general,
a SCFT with a large class of relevant perturbations, which can be used to deform the
theory, as in (1.4). The perturbations TrXk+1, in particular, were seen in [20-22] and
subsequent work to give rise to a rich set of dynamical phenomena, such as confinement,
chiral symmetry breaking, generalized Seiberg duality etc.
The non-R global symmetry group at P includes in this case the symmetry that assigns
charge BX to X and BQ to Q, Q˜. The condition that this symmetry is non-anomalous
and thus conserved at P is NfBQ + NCBX = 0. In addition, there are in general some
accidental symmetries, which were discussed in [3].
By tuning Nf , Nc, k, one can make the perturbation
W = gkTrX
k+1 (5.1)
slightly relevant. This gives an example where one can use the ǫ-expansion discussed
around eq. (3.25). Of course, one can also obtain exact results for the scaling dimensions
at the IR fixed point of (5.1), which agree with the ǫ-expansion by construction.
One can also use this class of theories to study flows in which the UV fixed point
does not have any non-R symmetries. One way to do that is to take the SCFT P in the
discussion of the previous sections to be the IR fixed point of the RG flow (5.1). The
resulting theory has a unique R-symmetry, under which X has R-charge 2/(k + 1) [21].
This symmetry belongs to the superconformal multiplet; the corresponding current was
denoted by JµP in (3.2).
Further perturbing the theory by adding a (relevant) superpotential δW = gk′TrX
k′+1,
with k′ < k, leads to a flow of the sort considered in (1.4). Since in this case there are
no currents that can mix with JP , the generalized central charge is given by (3.12) with
da = 0 and RP = 2(k
′ + 1)/(k + 1). Thus, it looks like a decreases without bound as the
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Lagrange multiplier λ increases. This cannot continue indefinitely, for example because a
is known to remain positive in this system all the way to the IR. In fact, what happens is
that at some finite λ an accidental symmetry appears, which mixes with the current JP
inherited from the UV theory, and at long distances the U(1)R in the current multiplet
approaches the one under which X has R-charge 2/(k′ + 1).
This can be understood by embedding the above RG flow into one that includes as
its UV fixed point the IR fixed point of the gauge theory with vanishing superpotential
described above. As we mentioned, that theory has a non-R symmetry under which the
adjoint field X has an arbitrary charge; hence it contains the symmetry that becomes part
of the superconformal group in the IR limit of (5.1), as well as its analog with k → k′.
Thus, in this larger theory we can track how the symmetry changes from one to the other
when we turn on δW above (see section 4 of [1]).
We expect this example to be representative of what happens in general in RG flows
where the UV fixed point has no global currents Ja that can mix with the U(1)R current JP .
Naively, the central charge (4.8) decreases without bound in these cases, but at some finite
value of the couplings λα accidental symmetries must alter that conclusion. As mentioned
above, to obtain a full description of such RG flows one has to match the descriptions
around the UV and IR fixed points. We expect the qualitative properties of these RG
flows to be the same as those discussed above.
There are a number of possible directions for further work along the lines of our con-
struction. Although the Lagrange multiplier technique seems to be very useful in clarifying
the pattern of RG flows for a wide class of theories, it remains somewhat mysterious. In
particular, it would be nice to have a more intrinsic definition of the generalized central
charge a along RG flows, e.g. in terms of correlation functions of local operators, or some
other QFT data.
A related issue is the metric on theory space that enters the gradient flow (3.26). We
saw that near fixed points, this metric is given to leading order by the Zamoldochikov
metric (3.27), and suggested that this may be true more generally. It would be nice to
understand whether this is indeed the case. The metric in (3.26) is also important for
the coordinate singularities associated with the breakdown of the UV variables discussed
above. It would be nice to understand these singularities better.
While our construction provides a strong argument for the a-theorem in a wide class of
N = 1 QFT’s, there are important classes of deformations that are not covered by it. One
class corresponds to turning on expectation values of local operators, which take one along
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moduli spaces of SUSY vacua. Many theories, including those mentioned earlier in this
section, are known to have such moduli spaces, and it would be interesting to generalize
our arguments to such spaces (see [6] for some comments on this issue). Another class
corresponds to turning on Fayet-Iliopoulos terms for U(1) factors in a gauge theory.
A counter-example to the a-theorem was proposed in [23]. It would be interesting to
understand it in the framework of our construction, and in particular to determine whether
it is consistent with our results. This may require a better understanding of moduli spaces
of vacua of the sort mentioned in the previous paragraph.
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